ly , 
the aeroelastic response in the phase -space is displayed, and pertinent conclusions on the implications r of a number of selected parameters of the system are outlined, s ,_
INTRODUCTION
The modern post cold-war combat aircraft is likely to be exposed during its operational life to more severe environmental conditions than in the past. This implics a)
that, while being in flight, its structure should sustain pressure pulses due to fuel explosions, shock waves, sonic-boom, etc. It clearly results that the analysis of the aeroelastic response in the precritical range should be addressed in the various flight speed regimes i.e.
from the incompressible to the hypersonic one. In this paper, using the time domain representation in Ly (zl: ½cL,_pUZ=_O,o_b_; (r)?.
--(la) 
back from the mid-chord. To this end, their modified
expressions have to be used. These are: 
.
-:. =_wq:file fr6m]ttCd-pfdpcr-ty6r_e final value: For r= ! the N-shaped pulse degenerates into a triangular pulse which corresponds to an explosive pulse, and for r = 2 a symmetric sonic-boom pulse is obtained.
Subcritical Aeroelastic Response of an Aircraft Wina Featuring Pluneine-Pitchin_
Coul_led Motion Determination of subcritical aeroelastic response of
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The graphs in Fig. 7 8 depict the dimensionless
.... _ -_ time-hist6r_s
Vdi"the plunging displacement _, the load =_:_ t_ctor N_nd the p_fching displace_fi-e-fi_ ct bf a swepi
• wing toablast--ioa-d-in-coSnpressiblc subsomc and supersonic flow fields. In Fig. 7 the solid lines correspond to the coupled plunging-pitching motion of a 2 DOF model in the incompressible flight speed regime (M = 0).
The plunging-pitching coupling contributes to the reduction of the amplitude of the aeroelastic response. The load factor N has its maximum for "_= 0, when the first impulse due the blast load occurs. In Fig. 9 a three-dimensional plot depicting the dimensionless plunging and pitching deflection timehistories { of a swept aircraft wing (A = 15°) to blast pressure signatures vs. the nornmlized spanwise swept lifting surfaces flying in a compressible flow coordinate), and the dimensionless time r is supplied. field and exposed to time-dependent external pulses is The evolution oI_flae aeroelastic system can be useful in the design of wing structures and of the graphically illustrated by examining its motion in the associated feedback control systems. The aeroelastic phase _ space, rather than in the real space, and governing system of a swept metallic wing featuring recognizing that tffe trajectory depicted in this space plunging-twisting degrees of freedom and subjected to represents the complete time history of the system. a blast pulse can be expressed asS: Corresponding to the condition resulting in the flutter instability ( Fig. 10b and 1 lb) , that coincides with that obtained from the eigenvalue analysis, the trajectory of motion describes an orbit with constant amplitude (center). For V, < VF ( Fig. 10a and I la) as time unfolds, a decay of the amplitude is experienced, which reflects the fact that in this case a subcritical response is involved (stable focal point), while for V, > VF ( Fig.  10c and l ic) The critical value of the flutter speed obtained from the eigenvalue analysis of the homogeneous system of equations, and of that extracted from the aeroelastic response coincide, being VF = 2. On the basis of a number of simulations, it can be concluded that the flutter predictions based on botffmet_o_ are in an excellent agreement. The way to determine the flutter speed from response becomes clear from the phasc plane portrait, in which, for a certain restricted range of the flight speed (in ihc vic!nity of thc flutter speed), a periodic response with constant amplitude is experienced. 
